
 
 

From the Bridge
Dave Howell, Nellie D. #63

I'd like to thank Craig Kurath, Annie #38, for the 
4 years he served as the Association's Editor.   
During that time, and like clockwork, he 
published 14 wonderful issues of Tuggers.  
Congratulations Craig, for all you've done, for all 
of us, you've earned the title, Editor Emeritus.   

Speaking of Tuggers, is a quarterly fix of all things LNVT just not enough?  
Good news.  Satisfy your cravings with the new Victory Tug  Blog at 
LNVT.org.  It's continuously updated with all the waterfront's latest news.  
Check it out.  
Like the captain's wife on her widow's walk we've vigilantly scanned the 
seas for eight years, hoping against hope to catch a glimpse of our missing 
sister, the 37' LNVT #61.  Alas, she has not been spotted.  It's time, then, to 
embrace reality and update her 'missing at sea' status to something more 
permanent.  The finality of her new status, 'lost at sea', brings closure and 
allows us to move on.   Or, we could reread Lani's Hart's "The Victory Tug 
Story", and realize that #61 was never built! Yup, we spent eight years on the 
roof looking for a chimera--but we found the truth.  
Please welcome aboard our new Editor, Bicki Howell, Nellie D. #63.   Be nice 
to her.  My happiness depends on it.   
Keeping it (less) simple, but (still) having fun, 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Let the fun begin!
29 August - 1 September during Olympia's Harbor Days 
in Olympia, Washington.  Contact Ted and Kim Shann, 
Tug E. Bear #62, at tkshann@msn.com.
12 - 15 September at the 2nd annual gathering in Hudson, 
Wisconsin.  Contact Trev and Steph Croteau, Hjortie #33, 
at trevorcroteau@aol.com.  
3 - 5 October at Dave and Bicki Howell's home, Nellie D. 
#63, on Church Creek, Maryland.  Contact them at 
BickiHowell@gmail.com.  

TUGGERS 
A Quarterly Owners Association Publication 

Summer 2014                                        Sixtieth Issue

In this Issue: 
• See what's happening in the NE 

and in the new Tug Bitts column
• Go cruising with Mamma Mia! 

49#9 in Greece
• Read about Lady #8's makeover
• Learn about engine oil levels, 

fingertip welding, keeping the 
bilge dry & more in Tug Talk

• Find out about insurance options
Your Tuggers Editor is enlisting the 
help of some Contributing Regional 
Editors.   I would like to thank Sally 
Seymour, Sally W #42, Barb 
Robertson, WhimSea #64, Phil de 
l'Etiole, Brave Duck #67 and our 
Editor Emeritus, Craig Kurath, 
Annie #38 for taking on this task.  
They will contact the fleet's captains 
and report back.  We hope you enjoy 
their articles in this and future 
Tuggers issues.   

Deadline for next issue: 
        October 20, 2014

Association Officers: 
President: Dave Howell
president@LNVT.org
Vice President: Macy Galbreath
vp@LNVT.org
Treasurer:  Bill Rothert 
treasurer@LNVT.org
Forum Moderator:
Phil de l'Etoile
pdeli3@gmail.com
Editor: Bicki Howell
editor@LNVT.org
Chief Technology Officer:
John Howell
jhowell@jhowell.com
Find out more at:  LNVT.org



My Life as an Editor
By Craig Kurath, Annie #38
editor_emeritus@LNVT.org

My life as Editor of Tuggers has come to an end.  
Although my career only lasted three and one half 
years, it seems like I had been an editor forever.  It 
had become part my life!  My sincere thanks go out 
to every person who submitted articles to me.   So 
many of the submitted articles had, “Edit this article 
however you feel is best."   I always tried not to step 
on any toes.  I wanted them to be in the author’s 
own words.  After all, we all have our own voice 
and that includes our written voice!  

I enjoyed being the first person to read the 
submitted articles from fellow owners who shared 
their experiences, good and maybe not so good.  
Cruises in regions I will never visit gave me that 
faraway look as I thought, “Wouldn’t it be just 
incredible to be there on my own boat!”  Stories of 
how people made changes to their boats shows 
what great minds are out there.  I also think 
everyone, including me, enjoyed those great photos 
submitted over the years which added so much to 
Tuggers. 
I don’t know how our new editor will have time to 
produce the quarterly issues, but I am sure we will 
all enjoy each and every one. Welcome aboard, Bicki 
Howell! 

Great Lakes "Unsalted" Regional News 
By Barb Roberston, WhimSea #64
barbandstowe@yahoo.com
 
The battle of Lake Erie was originally waged in September 1813 
and secured the Great Lakes in U.S. hands ending the threat of 
British invasion from the north.  The U.S was out gunned and out 
manned but carried the day as 29 year old Commodore Oliver 
Hazard Perry hoisted his battle flag, "Don't give up the ship."  
The original battle was bloody and Canada erected "Perry's Peace 
Memorial" on South Bass Island as a remembrance of lost lives as 
a neighborly tribute.  Today Perry's monument is a landmark 
familiar to all boaters in the western basin of Lake Erie and in 
September 2013 saw the reenactment of the battle with 18 Tall Ships engaged in combat.  In addition to the Tall 
Ships, hundreds of pleasure craft including WhimSea took part in the armada which ended with the same 
results and famous words, "We have met the enemy and they are ours." 
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2013 Reenactment

Welcome Aboard!
Amos Bechtel, Pendleton, OR, is looking for a new adventure and a solid new boat.  Something he 
can live aboard as he transitions from working to a cruising life.   To that end he'll be "getting rid 
of a lot of accumulated stuff" including his business.

Charlie Gladwell keeps his 1978, 34' Double Cabin Marine Trader on a 33,000 acre lake in East Tennessee. He describes 
her as a rescue, restoration, and learning project.  Charlie joined the Association because he thinks LNVTs are 
"...unique and certainly beautiful."  He's never been on an LNVT, something we need to rectify soon!
Nelson & Emma Bronte, retired British Navy, were recently married aboard their new tug, Chimera #61. "I've seen the 
world" said Nelson, "but I now look forward to peaceful outings, with my lovely wife, as we explore the area around 

our home in Norfolk."



Waves from the Northeast
By Sally Seymour, Sally W #42
sallyvt@me.com

As the Northeast Contributing Editor and an LVNT owner it's gratifying to ask 
people about their boats and to hear from so many.  
 
Peter and Odette Noreau, Cap Saumon #16, spend summers on the mighty St. 
Lawrence River east of Quebec City.  The 23-mile width there affords them whale-
watching cruises.
Tugnacious #7 owners Robert and Maye Bachofen of S. Burlington, VT have plans to 
sail the Great Loop after selling their business.  He writes, “This spring we were 
busy with upgrades and maintenance, as you know a never-ending task; but I have 
to say that she looks terrific!”  Another tug on Vermont’s Lake Champlain is Callisto #19. Bill Irwin spent the 
winter building a mast. He and Keefer are planning to do the Mini Loop later this summer. Over in New York 
State Jeremy and Cathy Fields, Katy Lyn #50, keep their tug docked at their house on Lake Canandaigua. They 
find some of the best cruises are in stormy weather; witness the photo at LNVT.org, taken on Christmas day.
Larry and Marilyn Johnston, Loretta May #27 in Kingston, Ontario decorated their 
tug for the celebration of their yacht club’s 50th anniversary.  Carl and Laura 
Butterfield keep their tug Carla B. #5 on nearby Seneca Lake. These two bodies of 
water are part of the Finger Lakes, with access to the nearby Erie Canal and a 
whole slew of more cruising opportunities.
 
Jim Lanzarotta of Kingston, NY has been busy working to restore Bodacious #44. 
“We’re constantly picking away, as she sat for quite a few years before my father 
purchased her… We do go out quite a bit locally and it’s been very enjoyable… 
We’ve yet to see another Lord Nelson and would love to take a look.”
 
Fram #71, hails from Belfast, ME where Roger Lee and Martha Burke enjoy cruising Maine waters.  Roger owns 
a Friendship Sloop and he and Martha attended that group’s annual rendezvous in nearby Rockland, where 
former LNVT owner Dick Salter, Messing About #76, officiated at the regatta. Sally W #42 joined them for a mini 
reunion. The Seymours are also spending the summer cruising the coast of Maine, with 3000+ islands that 
reportedly take a lifetime to explore.  Ursa #49-3 is up for sale and has yet to be spotted floating off David and 
Thea Fogg’s dock in Vinalhaven, ME.
 
Pam Bates, an original owner - Monkey #52 in Newburyport, MA, reports that the 
tug takes the family for cruises. “The Monkey, in her 28th year, is well for a 

dowager but restless with too much time dockside.  I 
spend lots of time on board but all too little at sea.”  
Jerry and Jan Stovall recently purchased Lady Hamilton 
#12 and plan to take her south from New Bedford, MA 
this fall.  From Jan: “Other than stopping the leaks and 
the other unknowns we keep encountering, she is ready to 
make the trip.”  The Stovalls report that they haven’t yet met John and Ellen 
Isaksen, Neptune #35, who reside in the same harbor.  Neptune participated in a 
boat parade welcoming the Charles W Morgan, an historic restored whale ship from 
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Cap Saumon

Loretta May - decked out

Pam's family on Monkey

Neptune in the parade



Mystic, CT.  If you’re ever in New Bedford, ask John to take you to the excellent whaling museum.
 
John and Lisa Taylor, Aramis #40, spent the winter varnishing and polishing.  John 
stripped and refinished the pilot house doors; sprayed the first five coats, then block 
sanded and brushed the final two.  Lisa did all the polishing.
Hurricane Arthur forced many boaters on the East Coast to cancel Fourth of July 
plans. Hal and June Findlay, Le Papa #24, spent the day organizing their boats and 
plane for the big wind. Hal wrote during the storm, “So far rain just started in a big 
way and winds 30 knots.  Pretty wild but not out of control!”  Fortunately the storm 
didn’t live up to predictions.  And finally, Peter Reich and Teddy Bear #15, on Shelter 
Island in NY, received deserved notoriety recently, gracing the cover of Soundings 
magazine.  Peter ran into John and Lisa Taylor on his way to the Wooden Boat Show.  
“As we were halfway up the Mystic River. I spotted the LNVT and pointed her out to our crew.  A half hour 
after we were docked at the seaport, John was on board Teddy Bear!  It is always interesting hearing about all 
the subtle differences."
Thank you all for writing and I look forward to having many more conversations with fellow tug owners.
 

Diary from Greece 
By Madeline Bartig, Mamma Mia! 49#9
[Excerpted with permission from FaceBook - ed.]


May 17, 2014:  Two weeks in Greece and loving every minute.  I'm excited to 
see all my hoped for boat projects actually becoming a reality.  We are having a 
very comfortable and relaxing time in our beautiful little boat yard.  It really 
isn't what one would expect of a boat yard.  Partheni, Greece is very clean, 
quiet, picturesque with awesome views of the water.  There are goats and sheep 
on the hill sides, one small plane landing daily at the tiny airport and great 
cruising friends also working on their boats. 
May 30, 2014:  Well Mamma Mia! is good to go….still need fuel, water, food 
supplies, and of course, going to the port Police (Coast Guard) and getting our 
boat logs out of hock, paying our taxes and filing a proposed trip destination.  Figghua Gioya, our awesome 
dinghy is all cleaned and ready for the adventure to begin.  Ken and I sit nightly talking about which islands to 
revisit and which new ones look interesting.  Do we go north or south or east to Turkey?

       
June 9, 2014:  On the day before splashing Mamma Mia! the boat next to ours in the boat 
yard belongs to Paneotis. The Greek flag on his boat was all in tatters.  To show our 
appreciation for all his help and kindnesses, we bought him a new flag as our going away 
present.  Well this morning, knowing we were launching, he came early with a going 
away gift for us, a potted plant and dried herbs from his garden.  It was such an 
unexpected surprise for me, especially since I had a gift for him also.  Funny how people 
work, isn't it?  When you know you are both on the same page and neither one speaks the 
other's language.  I suspect kindness and friendship are a universal language. 
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Pilot house on 
Aramis

Mamma Mai! in Partheni

Paneotis & Madeline



July 9, 2014:  As Mamma Mia! peeked her bow out of Lakki Harbor, we were given a great surprise - there 
heading towards us was Hera and our dearest friends from Norway, Sally and Helge.  We spoke by radio and 
readjusted our plans yet again…now both boats are heading to Emborios, Kalymnos.  An unexpected day to 
play with friends.  Emborios and Pirates Cove is where we had a bad experience two years ago, both Ken and I 
were injured.  Returning to this spot is a very good healing process.  Time for me to get back on the horse, as 
they say. 
July 28, 2014:  Planned activities of the day were to trek up the mountain by car and 
then hike 300 arduous meters to the top to visit the castle. We did this once before, a 
few years back.  It's a spectacular view with a castle in ruins, making it all the more 
fun to probe and explore.  Unfortunately, the trek to the castle was canceled due to 
circumstances beyond our control.  The afternoon did have its moments that we call 
"dock drama."  Sudden severe wind gusts made docking very difficult.  One sailboat 
in particular had numerous problems setting their anchor and backing in.  After six 
tries they gave up and decided to bring their boat to our side of the dock next to 
Mamma Mia!  Now the fun began.  It was horrendous and I'm glad we were on hand 
and not up at the castle.  Once again they aborted this attempt.  They gunned the engine, pulling out from 
beside us, crushing our dinghy and missing our port side by a hair.  They finally got clear of all boats and 
docked along side the ferry dock. Whew!  
About an hour later the Captain came over to Mamma Mia! and apologized for the 
mess up. That was nice.  After some much needed reflection, I went to my favorite 
store and bought a bottle of my favorite wine, Black Daphne.  I took the bottle over 
to the Captain.  He was so moved that I made this jester of friendship.  Me too, it 
made my day!  Simple human kindness goes a long way.  
July 22, 2014:  This morning I swam from Mamma Mia! all the way to "my" cave 
and back. The winds are sleeping and the sun is hot, making perfect water days. 
Tomorrow we will take the dinghy to "our hidden grotto" and do some snorkeling.  
Kalinita everyone and love from Greece.
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Mamma Mia! at anchor

Madeline enjoys a swim

Dreams 
For  

Sale



Lady Gets a Makeover
By Macy Galbreath & Bill Rothert, Lady #8
vp@lnvt.org 

We purchased Lady in October 2000 after five or six 
owners and some hard luck.  She had had her pilot 
house top ripped off at an overpass just outside 
Seattle when she was being trucked from Houston 
to Seattle.  She was salvaged and put back together 
very well – no leaks or problems – but she has some 
subtle construction differences.  She was also 
repowered at the time with a 6BT5.9 210 HP 
Cummins.  While it takes up the whole engine room 
and is way more engine than we need, it has been 
reliable and given us an extra boost of power when 
needed.
 
Over the years, we have made changes.  Some 
changes were ideas put on later boats; others were 
for our convenience - among them: removable steps 
going to stateroom for front access to the engine [a 
Smith Access - ed.], a door under the settee in the 
saloon for easy access to storage, and a boarding 
gate on the port side.  Still, we knew we needed to 
do some serious work and started two years ago to 
get her looking her best.  Although we are not done, 
she looks pretty good for an old girl.

 
We had long wanted a mast 
and had one made locally.  It 
is mounted on the pilot house: 
has spreader lights, a place for 
flags, and a higher location for 
our radar.   A year ago, we 

had Lady painted with 2-part 
Alex Seal.  She still has her green hull, but now has a 
burgundy stripe, eyebrow and stripe on the stack.  
We also had new lettering done. 
 
This past winter we redid the dinghy deck.  We 
removed the teak pads which were in terrible shape 
and had it fiberglassed, smoothed out, and painted. 
At the same time, we changed one ladder post – 
moving it back to match the other side and give us 
more room on the deck.  


We rebuilt the turtle and replaced the hatch teak 
with a teak system. 

We added a stainless mount 
on the ladder for the dinghy 
motor and new stainless rails 
to hold the dinghy on the boat 
deck.   

Although not visually appealing – we had the 
engine overhauled this spring before heading north 
into Desolation Sound and the Broughtons in British 
Columbia.  It included a new cylinder head, exhaust 
manifold, injectors and injector piping, transmission 
oil cooler and a new exhaust line.  She performed 
beautifully!
 
We have more projects on the list – some may get 
done this next winter.  There is always something 
with a boat!
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Chime in... 
We want to hear from you!  See something you 
like or a mistake?  Have a comment or thought 
regarding an article?  Or, do you have an article 
to share?  
I'm only an email away, editor@LNVT.org




A Love Story
From Lee Anderson, Jack Robert #17, in a June 2014 email
leeander50@me.com
After making the 1,000 mile maiden voyage to his home port, Lee writes about being aboard 

Jack Robert...When I'm there I don't want to go home (about 90 minutes away).  When I am home all I can think 
about is getting back to her.  Dee is feeling the same way.  She really bonded during that one day trip from 
Trempealeau to our home port when she came aboard after we dropped Joe Glinski, Our Villa #58, off at his 
boat.  I don't know how we are going to take it when she goes into winter storage.  I'm currently in 
Rhinelander, WI for business but plan to stop at the boat on the way home to check on things and may stay the 
night to get my "fix."
Pet Tug #60 Gets a Major Rebuild
From Lou Steplock, in a July 2014 email
WyomingCardiac@aol.com
I know about prolonged haul outs.  And when I wrote the check, I found out why they call it "hard."  Very hard 
to sign that check. Pulled out April 2 and back in water May 30, 2014.  New paint on bottom, boot stripe, hull, 
stack trim, eyebrow.  New gelcoated fridge (beautiful), a totally rebuilt drive train from the flex plate (it didn't) 
all the way back to the prop, a new oil pan, and a 15 gallon hot water tank (Debbie's favorite part of the 
rebuild). I replaced all three engine mounts, the aft two for the second time. From the report of the 
transmission rebuild and the view inside the bell housing we were about to have a catastrophic failure. 
Probably in Deception Pass!   The heat exchanger on the transmission was 70% blocked. We replaced that too. I 
had rodded the main exchanger several years ago and it was still pretty good.
[Lou is being modest about the number of jobs tackled. He didn't mention that the engine was stripped of all 
it's accessories (turbo charger, starter motor, alternator, fuel injection pump, heat exchanger and transmission), 
jacked up off its engine mounts and the engine was completely painted - ed.]
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TUG BITTS                                               Short Stories of This and That

Before After



The Art of Dumpster Diving
By Janis 'Charlie' Bialko, Thistle #46
2rabbits@comcast.net

My husband Tom had arrived home from the boat late at night.  Well, first thing next 
morning, he was looking for his list of things to do.  Couldn't find it anywhere.  Then Tom 
realized he had put the list (along with the iPod) in a plastic grocery bag.  On his way out of 
the marina, he threw the garbage into the dumpster. You guessed it, the garbage is always in 
a plastic grocery sack.  So, Tom figured he must have tossed the iPod grocery bag & the 
garbage into the marina dumpster.  Tom and I hopped in the car (with a ladder), to go 
dumpster diving.  
Once we got there, our 'hero' quickly located the garbage bag from the tug, along with a lot 

of pre-Independence Day, er items.  When he could not find the iPod grocery bag, I suggested we check the 
tug.................Gosh, there it was sitting comfortably on the bench in the saloon.  Whew! 
WhimSea Plays Backdrop for the Band
By Barb Robertson, WhimSea #64
barbandstowe@yahoo.com
WhimSea was the hit of the Memorial Day party at Brands Marina in Port Clinton, 
Ohio. Thanks to a winter project that required hundreds of hours of sanding and the 
adage of "just one more coat of varnish" WhimSea found herself as the backdrop of the 
Memorial Day Barbeque. This event was attended by several hundred people and it looked like everyone 
needed a selfie with WhimSea's salty profile. Not sure that WhimSea is ready for a world tour with the band but 
she sure made for an interesting party favor.
Tess #22 - The 37' that Cruised to Puerto Vallarta, Mexico

The following submission, by Tess' first owners Jim and Jane Mckinney, appeared in The Lord Nelson Owners 
Association, Admiral's Log, winter 1994 edition.   
Tess is hull #22. We bought her in Seattle in January 1988. We spent a year outfitting 
her the took off from Blaine, WA in April 1989.  We went as far north as Sitka AK, 
then down the outside of Vancouver Island, then harbor hopped down the coast to 
Cabo San Lucas Baja. We spent 2-1/2 years cruising extensively in the Sea of Cortez 
and the west coast of Mexico as far south as Puerto Vallarta.  In February 1992 we 
shipped Tess from Guaymas, Sonora, Mexico to Clear Lake, TX.  We spent a year in 
Kemah, TX then came done here [Port Aransa, TX - ed.] in May 1993. 
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Cruising the Chesapeake
From John Niccolls, Knock Off #66, in a June 2014 email
jtniccolls@gmail.com

With a friend, Dave Martin, and my nephew, John Stuart, I spent Wednesday night 
through Sunday afternoon on Knock Off.  We did some damage to a fifth of Scotch 
Wednesday night but still managed to get out of Herrington Harbor South and on the Bay 
by eight o'clock Thursday.  We anchored in Smith Creek just around the corner from the 
Potomac's Point Lookout.  The seas were kind to us on the way down and the 53nm were 
all pleasant. 
Friday we proceeded up the Potomac and docked next to Bob Allnutt's, Victory #2, on St 

Inigoes Creek, MD.  We invited Bob to lunch and he was happy to show us around his boat and his new home 
addition.  We left after lunch and found another creek off the St. Mary's with only a few small nettles, clear 
(well, pretty clear) water and few signs of human development visible. Later we stopped at St. Marys College, 
walked the city then anchored around the corner in very nice water with no nettles.  [Nettles, aka stinging 
nettles are nasty little jellyfish found in the Chesapeake Bay's brackish, warm waters.  Their stings don't hurt as 
much as a bee's, but they do hurt - ed.]  After dinner we used the dinghy to inspect the anchored fleet off the 
college docks.  A very nice Sabre presented itself as potentially being my next boat—ha ha. 







A Lesson on Engine Oil Level for the Cummins 
By Allan Seymour, Sally W #42
allanvt@mac.com

For the past five years, I have been filling the Cummins engine with the recommended ten quarts.  After every 
ten to fifteen hours though, it appears that the engine is using oil because the level drops one quart.  I routinely 
top it up, and repeat the process.  According to Tony at Seaboard Marine, www.sbmar.com, the B-Series 
Cummins uses a very shallow marine oil pan. It's best to run it on the low side of the dipstick, which equals 
nine quarts, rather than ten quarts high.  Tony recommends this practice to keep oil "whipping" to a minimum.  
[Whipping is the process of mixing air in with the oil which reduces the effectiveness of the oil - ed.]  This year 
I decided to follow his suggestion, and have seen no oil consumption in 70 hours. It appears that nine quarts is 
sufficient for our tugs' Cummins engines. 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TUG TALK                                         What Fellow Owners are Working On

John Niccolls



Finger Tip Welding
By Craig Kurath, Annie #38
editor_emeritus@LNVT.org
While fabricating a platform for Annie's new 
refrigeration compressor, I replaced some ½" 
stainless steel nuts and bolts with new ones, since 
the old ones were a coarse thread pitch, 12 rather 
than 13. That is just asking for trouble when there 
are two thread pitches in a boat!  I inserted the two 
new bolts in place and with my fingers spun the 
nuts on so I would not lose them when I returned in 
the morning.  Fasteners tend to walk away when I 
turn my back.  When I returned to my task, the nuts 
would not come off, even with a box wrench and 

3/8" ratchet.  My shipwright on 
retainer told me the stainless steel 
had galled.  Who has ever heard 
of metal fasteners galling?  Who 
has ever heard of galling?  Sure 
enough, my fastener vendor 

confirmed that stainless steel fasteners gall.  I went 
home and returned with my 1/2" Craftsman© 
ratchet.  I knew the larger ratchet would remove the 
nut from the bolt.  Well, it didn't, but two hands on 
the ratchet and a box wrench braced on a stringer 
allowed me to twist the bolt off!  The next option 
would have been an angle grinder with a cutoff disk 
or a reciprocating saw.  I think a little anti-seize will 
be in order from now on.




Installing a 15 Gallon Hot Water Heater
By Lou Steplock, Pet Tug #60
WyomingCardiac@aol.com

The best thing about tripling the size of the hot water heater (HWH) is that we 
didn't lose any space in the engine room.  Actually we gained space since now I 
can install a new shelf over the 4D battery that occupies the space of the old HWH.  
An added bonus is I can fit more easily into the engine room.  We used a cardboard 
cylinder that we could easily change the circumference to get the maximum size 
possible.   I lowered the shelf, gaining about 8" (just a guess). So it makes much 
more efficient use of the space the battery used to take up. (Pardon the hanging 
preposition).  I also saved the old heater so we can bring it to show and tell and 
maybe the silent auction.
LNVT Kid's Stateroom
The new stateroom is located forward of the settee and under the liquor cabinet.  Okay, so it's not a very big 
room--more like a compartment really.  But, as Andrew Steplock, Pet Tug #60, demonstrates, it is kid sized.  
And, as an added benefit, how much trouble can he get into in there?
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A Dry Bilge
By John Niccolls, Knock Off #66
jtniccolls@gmail.com 

Removing all, or almost all, water from Knock Off's bilge was hampered by 
the inherent inability of submersible pumps to reach the deepest area of 
the LNVT bilge just below the shaft log. Our solution was to add a self-
priming diaphragm type pump and to locate the strum box (Whale 3/4" 
side entry from GO2Marine) under the shaft log. In less than 30 seconds of 
operation, the new pump discharged about a half inch of water that was in 
the bilge following a long and hard rain storm which occurred while we 
were anchored on La Trapp Creek, MD in June.  The Flojet's run-dry bilge 
pump was mounted under the galley (see picture left).

The pump, a FloJet Quad II by Jabsco (Model 04125114), comes with an in-
line strainer. Connections to the pump and strainer fit 3/4" hose. The 
strainer caught an accumulation of bilge debris during a vigorous wash 
down of Knock Off's bilge. The pump was mounted on a bridge located 
above the shaft just aft of the transmission. The six inch wide bridge, made 
of half-inch Starboard, is about 15 inches port to starboard and has legs 
about eight inches tall. It's secured to the boat's floorboard support system. 
The Jabsco pump--less than $150--is available at several on-line marine 
outlets.  About 15 feet of 3/4" bilge pump hose was required. The pump 
discharges to a tee in the galley sink drain system. An anti-siphon loop 
was run up to the underside of the galley countertop. 
The pump's electrical requirement, 10 amps at 12 VDC, is supplied via 12 gauge marine wire. About 30 feet 
was needed to run from the house battery bank to the instrument console and back to the pump. The ground 
lead run is less than six feet so 14 gauge wire was used. The system is controlled by a Blue Sea marine breaker 
equipped with an indicator light which glows when the switch is closed. 

A Crack in Tess II #22's Shoe
From Bruce Griffiths, in a May 2014 email
b.wjg@northwestel.net
Tess II has a crack on the top of the shoe that I plan to fill with epoxy this weekend, then finish the bottom paint 
before launching. The damage seems to be just on the top and a little on the port side edge just forward of the 
big one in the center. You can see the edge area in the picture on the next page.  I poured thin epoxy in there, let 
it run in and finished it off with thickened epoxy once it hardened. It didn't seem to seep in very much so I 
think it was just a surface issue.  
[Ed McChain, Thistle #47, thought Tess II might have wrapped a cable, or a line with a metal fitting, and the 
slapping of its bitter ends ground the groove.  Makes sense as the groove is just below the prop.  Also the 
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Closeup of installation



smaller scar, visible at the bottom of the closeup, is on the 
starboard side of the shoe--as would be expected with a right 
hand prop - ed.]



 

The Rationale for Liability-Only Insurance 
By Bob Allnutt, Victory #2 
mylabsargent@yahoo.com

I recently decided to drop Victory's comprehensive 
insurance in lieu of a liability-only policy.  With the 
$500,000 liability policy (through Progressive) it 
pays me nothing should I damage my own boat but 
covers up to $500,000 for damages to someone else's 
property, $5,000 for each person and $500,000 for 
fuel spills.  
I plan to use some of the $1,100 in annual savings to 
make my tug as safe as possible.  I am primarily 
coastal cruising and I think the major reasons my 
tug could be severely damaged or sunk are due to:  
fire; flooding; or hurricane.  Here's my plan to 
mitigate those risks.
Fire: I have five fire extinguishers on board, 

including a halon Fireboy (now called a 
Fireperson) in my engine room.  All of 
these are routinely inspected.  I always 
turn off the propane gas at the tank and 
solenoid when I am finished cooking.  
Additionally, I have a smoke and CO2 

detector.
Flooding: My major concerns are the below-the-
waterline through hull fittings, almost all of which 
are impossible to reach, and the bow thruster.  I 

want to design a system that will replace four 
through hulls with one; very much like a sea chest.  I 

inspect the bow thruster's tube and 
motor mounts on a regular basis and 
I am in the process of assembling a 
damage control kit to seal the 
thruster in case it leaks.

I routinely check the engine, engine room and bilges 
every hour or so when I am underway.   I use a Last 
Drop shaft seal that seals a stationary unit to the 
spinning shaft with a graphite bearing.  I check the 
shaft seal bearing every time I go out with a infrared 
thermometer to ensure it is not overheating and 
inspect the rear bilge.
I have one automatic bilge pump, one electric 
manual bilge pump, and one manual pump under 
the galley sink.  If there was major flooding, the 
manual hand pump is of little help because I 
typically single hand my tug and suspect I would be 
too busy trying to stop the leak to man the pump.  I 
test the automatic and electric pumps routinely and 
periodically inspect the manual pump’s bellows.  
Currently I do not have a high water alarm, but I am 
designing one with an intensive sounding device 
(since I am a bit hard of hearing).    
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3.  Hurricanes: My tug is in a 
protected creek on the Chesapeake 
Bay where I will employ two or three 
anchors in the event of a major storm.  

 Like anyone who elects to self-insure their boat, I 
am taking a calculated risk that I believe will work 
for me.  If anyone has any ideas for a sea chest, 
damage control kit, or anything that will make a tug 
safer, I would welcome your inputs.



The Rationale for Comprehensive Insurance
From an Interview with Jay Sterling, Cruz-In #72
jaypsterling@hotmail.com
 

Jay and Marty Sterling live aboard 
their 37' tug in the Florida Keys.  
When it came time to consider 
renewing their comprehensive 
insurance, Jay set about 
investigating the costs and policies 
offered by various companies.  Jay 

points out that there is a small loan on their boat.  
He and Marty had the option of purchasing a 
comprehensive policy for the entire value of the tug 
or insuring the boat for just the value of the loan.  
They chose to insure for the boat's full value.  He 
discovered some insurance companies, such as 
Progressive, do not offer policies for live aboards.  
Others, such as USAA, will not cover a boat over 20 
years of age.  Another issue Jay brought up was that 
his marina, like many others, requires being listed as 
a beneficiary or loss payee on the policy.  This covers 
the marina for damages caused by your boat (such 
as: fire or pollution) and it needs to be specifically 
outlined in the policy.  
After his due diligence, Jay chose Brown & Brown 
Insurance, Ft Lauderdale, Florida, for their price, 
coverage and most importantly (for him) because of 
their liberal navigation restrictions during hurricane 
season.  With this policy, cruising is covered year 
round in the Bahamas, along the Eastern Seaboard 
to Nova Scotia, the St Laurence, the Great Lakes and 

the Mississippi.  From June 1 to 
November 15 cruising is restricted 
north of the Tropic of Cancer.  This 
suits Cruz-In's crew to a tee.  

The policy required an engine survey as well as an 
out of the water hull survey.   Most insurance 
companies require a survey for any boat over 20 

years old, and then again, about every 
five years.  These surveys added to the 
overall insurance costs, but Jay felt it 
was money well spent.  The 
completed surveys required that a 
high water alarm plus two new Racor 

500 filters be installed and that the rudder post hose 
be replaced before the insurance would be issued.  
Jay reduced his premium costs by choosing a 
deductible of $3,750 for the boat and $6,250 for 
hurricane damage, ending up with a policy costing 
approximately $2,400 per year.  The policy provides 
$500,000 each for liability, environment and 
uninsured coverage; $25,000 medical policy per 
person; and $1,000 personal item coverage 
(maximum of 5 per year).    
Jay is quite happy with the policy and hopes his 
research, comments and experience might prove 
helpful to other LNVT owners. 
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